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Good evening to all stations listening and welcome to the “Amateur Radio Emergency Services”  
“AREA” directed Net”.  This is V___7_____ , and I will be your NET Controller for this evening’s 
ARES net.  My name is ______ and tonight’s net is coming to you from the (your hamlet) area of 
Langley BC.  (drop) 
 
In the event of a disaster or seismic event tune to this frequency and announce your self to the 
ARES Net Controller Station.  At that time you may be directed to other frequencies, therefore it is 
important that you know how to program your radio to include offsets and tones. 
 
Please note: You do not have to be registered with ARES to participate in these nets or any training 
we provide.  Our intent is to have proficient, similarly trained operators to support emergencies or 
public service events both locally and in our surrounding communities. (drop) 
 
One of the ways we gain experience is to participate.  So please, try your hand at sending and 
receiving a formal NTS voice message.  Or perhaps trying your hand with less formal digital traffic? 
I will call for GENERAL traffic shortly; at this time do we have any EMERGENCY traffic?   drop) 
 
Hearing nothing, we will start the Langley ARES area NET Check-In’s starting with the City and 
Township of Langley, followed by surrounding areas, then late or missed.  We will call again for late 
or missed later in the program. Please call in using phonetics and advise if you have any 
announcements or “traffic to list”.    (drop) 
 

Langley City or Township;   Langley Surrounding areas;  Echolink;, 
Late or Missed,  new hams or visitors 

 
REGARDING VOICE TRAFFIC:  We have available a short document that was put together as a 
quick reference guide to NTS voice messaging.  You can request a soft copy by dropping  a note at 
VE7HUR@RAC.CA or using Winlink at VE7HUR@WINLINK.ORG  . 
 
In an actual event, digital and non-formal traffic is likely where we can be of the best assistance.  In 
this geographical area, most emergency groups have adopted the Winlink digital protocol and are 
using RMS EXPRESS as the digital “email-by-radio” program of choice.   
 
You can very quickly get set up with the Telnet features of RMS EXPRESS and be operational 
using your current computer and internet provider in a matter of a few minutes.  We invite you to 
see more about RMS Express (and other digital email-by- radio programs) at the Winlink website. 
www.winlink.org 
 
Do we have any NTS or Informal traffic to list this evening?  (handle NTS traffic first) (drop) 
 
Do we have any announcements from the ARES Executive tonight? (drop) 
 
(Questions to the Executive)  (drop) 
 
With no further questions I am calling for any stations not yet recognized by the net.  Anyone - 
anywhere, this is V___7_____ , Net Control Operator for this evening’s ARES net. (drop) 
 
(Continue on next page) 
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(Continued from previous page) 
 
Having no further business, I will close the net at 19___  local time and thank those listening for 
their interest.  This is a scheduled ARES net held weekly on this frequency at 1900 Local time. 
 
We try to complete our business before 1930 as there is another net scheduled to begin at that 
time.  However, In the event this ARES net runs into the next ½ hour we wish to apologize in 
advance to the parties waiting and thank them for their understanding.  
 
In the United States and Canada the Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES) is a corps of 
trained amateur radio volunteers organized to assist in public service and emergency 
communications. In the USA, ARES is organized and sponsored by the American Radio Relay 
League. and is informally recognized in Canada by the Radio Amateurs of Canada.  
 
ARES is NOT a club but is recognized in North America as a “go-to” group of licensed amateur 
radio operators with a common training model to enhanced emergency communications for cities, 
municipalities and a variety of agencies should we be required.  
 
General information regarding ARES can be obtained from the Radio Amateurs of Canada web site 
at wp.rac.ca.  Locate the “ARES” tab on the top left of the front page.  Thank you for listening & 
participating in tonight’s Net and we look forward to hearing from you again next week..   
 
This is V___7_____  clearing the frequency.  Good night and 73. (drop)                        
 
 
 
 (eof)  / (VE7HUR) 


